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Abstract

We aim to disentangle the relative contributions of (i) cognitive ability, and (ii) education on health and mortality using a structural equation model suggested by Conti et al. (2010). We extend their model by allowing for a duration dependent variable, and an ordinal educational variable. Data come from a Dutch cohort born around 1940, including detailed measures of cognitive ability and family background at age 12. The data are subsequently linked to the mortality register 1995-2011, such that we observe mortality between ages 55 and 75. The results suggest that the treatment effect of education (i.e. the effect of entering secondary school as opposed to leaving school after primary education) is positive and amounts to a 4 years gain in life expectancy, on average. Decomposition results suggest that the raw survival differences between educational groups are about equally split between a ‘treatment effect’ of education, and a ‘selection effect’ on basis of cognitive ability and family background.
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1 Introduction

Disparities in health and life expectancy across educational groups are striking and pervasive, and are considered one of the most compelling and well established facts in social science research (Mazumder, 2012). Even in an egalitarian country such as the Netherlands, with a very accessible health care system, the difference in life expectancy between the university educated and those who finished only primary school is 6 to 7 years (CBS, 2008). It is commonly assumed that a large part of this association derives from the causal effect of education on health outcomes. An abundant list of possible mechanisms was proposed, among which occupational demands, health behavior, and the ability to process information are the most commonly mentioned (Ross and Wu, 1995; Cutler and Lleras-Muney, 2008).

Yet, the association between education and health could also stem from (i) ‘reverse causality’, in which childhood ill-health constrains educational attainment (Behrman and Rosenzweig, 2004; Case et al. 2005), and (ii) confounding ‘third factors’ such as ability, parental background and time preference that influence both education and health outcomes (Fuchs, 1982; Auld and Sidhu, 2005; Deary, 2008).

Studies based on natural experiments in education, such as changes in compulsory schooling laws, overcome the difficulty of separating the direct causal effect of education from third factor effects. The estimates based on these studies point towards a small effect (Lleras-Muney, 2005; Oreopoulos, 2006; Van Kippersluis et al. 2011; Meghir et al. 2012), or even insignificant effect of education on health and mortality (Arendt, 2005; Albouy and Lequien, 2008; Mazumder, 2008; Braakmann, 2011; Gathmann et al. 2012; Clark and Royer, 2013). This suggests that confounding factors may well play an important role in shaping the strong association between education and health.

Surprisingly little research in economics has investigated the contribution of early childhood abilities and childhood social background in shaping the association between education and health.1 Some recent economic studies report associations between childhood cognitive and non-cognitive abilities, and health outcomes at ages 30-40 using the British Cohort Study (Murasko, 2007), the U.K. National Child Development Study (Carneiro et al. 2007), the U.S. National Longitudinal Study of Youth 1979 (Elias, 2004; Auld and Sidhu, 2005; Kaestner and Collison, 2011), or the Dutch “Brabant data” (Cramer, 2012). It is established that cognitive ability and some non-cognitive factors such as self-esteem are associated with health outcomes. Nonetheless, hardly anything is known about (i) the relative impact of education and childhood abilities on health outcomes, and in turn (ii) how much of the association between education and health is explained by these cognitive and non-cognitive abilities.

A notable contribution to the literature is a recent series of papers by Conti and Heckman (2010), and Conti et al. (2010; 2011) who, using the British Cohort Study, estimate a structural equation model in which the interdependence between education,  
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1See Gottfredson (2004) for an excellent overview of the epidemiological literature.
health, and two latent factors capturing cognitive and non-cognitive skills is explicitly modeled. The authors show that for most health outcomes around half of the association between education and health is driven by cognitive and non-cognitive abilities and early childhood social background. The other half is interpreted as the causal effect of education on health.

While the series of papers by Conti and co-authors provided a significant contribution to the literature, there are two notable limitations. First, the health outcomes are measured at age 30, an age at which health differences by education may not have fully materialized. In fact, disparities in health and mortality seem to peak around middle-age (Cutler and Lleras-Muney, 2008). Secondly, the health measures are all self-reported, which may bias the estimates since education and abilities are related to subjective health perceptions (Bago d’Uva et al. 2008).

In this paper we aim to disentangle the effects of education and cognitive ability on health outcomes by using and extending the structural equation model of Conti and Heckman (2010). We will use the so-called “Brabant data” - a representative cohort of primary school sixth graders in the Dutch province of Noord-Brabant - that has detailed information on cognitive ability and social background measured back in 1952. Three follow-up surveys in 1957, 1983 and 1993 contain information on education, employment, and self-reported health. We have linked these data to the mortality register 1995-2011, such that the impact on mortality can be analyzed.

The contribution of this paper is threefold. First, we study the relative impact of cognitive ability and education on mortality, as an objective health indicator. The second contribution is that, in contrast to existing studies that measure health outcomes at ages 30-40, we observe mortality during ages 55-75 - an age-span which has been shown to exhibit the largest relative health disparities (Cutler and Lleras-Muney, 2008). Finally, we extend the structural equation model by Conti et al. (2010) by allowing for (i) a duration dependent variable (mortality) and (ii) an ordinal independent variable, as education typically is not measured as a binary indicator.

The results suggest that the treatment effect of education (i.e. the effect of entering secondary school as opposed to leaving school after primary education) is positive and amounts to a 4 years gain in life expectancy, on average. Therefore, even after controlling for cognitive ability, family social class, and a range of other background variables, education remains very important in determining mortality. For most ages, the treatment effect of education explains around half of the raw differences in mortality across educational groups, in line with the findings of Conti et al. (2010).

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the Brabant data including the available register data from Statistics Netherlands, section 3 presents the structural equation model that we will use to disentangle the relative contributions of cognitive ability and education on health outcomes. Section 4 presents the results and section 5 discusses them.
2 Data and descriptive statistics

The data are from a Dutch cohort born between 1937 and 1941. Very detailed information about individual intelligence, social background and school achievement is available for 5,823 individuals. The survey was held in the spring and summer of 1952 among pupils of the sixth (last) grade of primary schools in the Dutch province of Noord-Brabant, and hence is referred to as the “Brabant data”. One-fourth of the province population was sampled; mainly by including every fourth child from the schools’ list of pupils. Hartog (1989) investigated the data and found no reason to doubt randomness. A selective dropout of pupils before participating in the data collection does not exist, as primary school was compulsory and reinforcement of school attendance was strict (Dronkers, 2002).

Follow-up surveys took place in 1957, 1983 and 1993. In 1957 only a sub-sample - those who scored above-average on six tests - of the original cohort was interviewed about the school careers between 1952 and 1957 to particularly investigate school career choices of the most intelligent half of the cohort. In 1983 and 1993 attempts were made to trace all initial respondents of the Brabant-cohort to investigate labour market behavior, with overall response rates of around 45 percent. The sample is reduced to 2,998 individuals who have measurements in 1952 and in either 1983 or 1993, or both.

The Brabant data are subsequently linked to administrative records from Statistics Netherlands. The basis for this linkage is identifying information on ZIP code, date of birth, and sex, provided in 1993 by Dutch municipalities. The administrative records are available since 1995. Because of the two-year discrepancy only 86 percent of the 2,998 individuals could be traced in the municipality register in 1995, leaving us with a working sample of 2,579 individuals. Administrative records include the mortality register and the municipality register for the years 1995-2011 inclusive. The mortality register is used to identify drop out due to death in the follow-up period. Demographics (age, sex, and nationality) are obtained from the municipality register.

Dependent variables: Our outcome variable is Mortality, which is identified from the mortality register in the period 1995-2011. Given that most pupils are born around 1940, this implies that we follow mortality from age 55 until 75. In our sample, 409 individuals, or 16 percent, died during the period 1995-2011. Close to 50 percent died from cancer, 25 percent from cardiovascular diseases, and 8 percent from respiratory diseases such as
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2Some schools had school years beginning in April rather than in September. For these schools, half the pupils of half the schools were included in the sample, which yielded 369 observations on a total of 5,823 (Hartog, 1989).
4In section 4.3 it is verified that selective attrition does not affect our results.
5Of the Dutch population 1940 cohort, only 6.8 percent died between the ages of 12 and 55 – Human Mortality Database, University of California, Berkeley (USA), and Max Planck Institute for Demographic Research (Germany). Available at www.mortality.org or www.humanmortality.de (data downloaded on July 30, 2012).
COPD and pneumonia. External causes such as accidents comprise only two percent, as do mental disorders (e.g. dementia), diseases of the digestive system (e.g. liver cirrhosis) and diseases of the nervous system (e.g. Parkinson).

**Independent variables:** Our main independent variable of interest is *Education*, here defined as the highest level of education attended, in three categories:

1. **Lower Education**, including those who attended at most (extended)\(^6\) primary school.
2. **Lower Vocational Education**, including those who attended at most lower vocational education ("LBO") such as the lower agricultural school or lower polytechnic schools.
3. **At least General Secondary School**, including those who attended at least lower general secondary school ("(M)ULO" or "MAVO"), higher general secondary school ("HBS", "HAVO", "VWO", "Atheneum", or "Gymnasium"), and Higher Vocational Education or University.

Education is retrieved mainly from the 1983 and 1993-survey variables on the highest level of education attended. The maximum of the two defines *Education*, and where missing we update our educational variable with information from the 1957 survey for a sub-set of the sample.

Table 1 presents descriptive statistics and shows that 14 percent did not continue school after primary school forming the **Lower Education** category, 35 percent only attended **Lower Vocational Education**, and the other 51 percent attended at least **General Secondary School**. Figures 1 and 2 show the Kaplan-Meier survival curves separately for the three education categories, and for a binary indicator of education with threshold at **Lower Education**. It is clear that the largest survival differences are between those with only primary school and those above primary school, and that the difference grows with age to around ten percentage points near age 75.

Our second independent variable is *Cognitive Ability*. In the Brabant data there are two separate measurements for cognitive ability, both measured at age 12: (i) the Raven Progressive Matrices Test, and (ii) a Vocabulary test (picking synonyms).\(^7\) The timing of the intelligence test at age 12 avoids possible reverse causality from education to intelligence (Deary and Johnson, 2010) and allows measuring the clean impact of childhood cognitive ability.

\(^6\)At the time, pupils had to stay in school for at least 8 years, or until they reached the age of 14. Since regular primary school only consisted of 6 grades, some schools offered an additional 2-year extended primary school ("vglo").

\(^7\)The data also contain the so-called LO-IV test, which consists of six sub-tests: regularities in series of numbers, analogies in figures, analogies in words, and similarities between concepts (equal, not-equal, cause). Since the quality of this test has been questioned (Hartog et al. 2002, p. 5) we will not use this test in our analyses. There is also information on grades for specific courses (Dutch language, mathematics (arithmetics), history, physics, geography, health sciences, and traffic), but since these are not clean measures of cognitive ability and are relative to others in one’s classroom, we choose not to use these grades.
The IQ p.m. (‘progressive matrices’) test focuses on mathematical ability and is a replication of the British Progressive Matrices test, designed by Raven (1958). It is considered to be a ‘pure’ measurement of problem solving abilities, as it does not require any linguistic or general knowledge (Dronkers, 2002). Hence, the Raven test is supposed to measure cognitive abilities or analytic intelligence (Carpenter et al. 1990). In this sense, the test can be compared to Spearman’s g test (1927). The term g refers to the determinants of the common variance within intelligence tests, being the core issue of intelligence measurement (Carpenter et al. 1990).

Table 1 shows that the ability test designed by Raven has an average of 102, with standard deviation of 13 while the vocabulary test is 101, on average, with standard deviation 13. The correlation between the Raven test and the vocabulary test is 0.38. This suggests that while there seems to be some overlap between what the two tests measure, they additionally measure some idiosyncratic part of cognitive ability. Therefore, we will use both measurements to build a comprehensive latent factor of cognitive ability. In a robustness check we solely use the Raven test to see whether the results differ.

**Control variables:** Apart from a fairly standard set of demographic control variables such as Age, whether Male, and Birth Rank, we also have information about the social and school environment of the individuals. Most of these variables are reported by the School Principal. *Family Social Class* is measured in three categories from lowest to highest depending on father’s occupation. We additionally know whether the child had to work in the parent’s farm or company, defining the binary indicator Child Works.

Available information regarding the school includes *School Type*, being either Roman Catholic, Protestant, or other (including Montessori, Dalton, and Public schools), and we know the *Number of Teachers*, which we divide into three categories (1-4 teachers, 5-8 teachers, and 9-12 teachers). *Repeat* defines the number of classes that children had to repeat. Further, we know the *Teacher’s Advice* regarding further education of the child, divided into four categories: (i) continue in primary school until compulsory schooling age, (ii) lower vocational education, (iii) lower secondary education, or (iv) higher secondary education. Finally, we know the *Preference of the Parents* concerning the education of the pupil, divided into (i) work in family company, (ii) paid work without vocational education, (iii) paid work with vocational education, (iv) only vocational education, or (v) general secondary education.

We have no information about childhood health status, which prevents us from investigating the possibility of reverse causality from health to education in our sample. The sample is comprised of pupils that made it to the final grade of primary school.

---

8We classify lower administrative workers, agricultural workers, industrial workers, other lower workers, and disabled into the Lowest Social Class. If the School Principal considered the family “antisocial”, the family is also classified into the Lowest Social Class. Intermediary personnel, self-employed farmers, self-employed craftsmen, and the retired are categorized into the Intermediate Social Class (following Cramer, 2012). Teachers, executives and academics are classified into the Highest Social Class. In case father’s occupation is missing, we use father’s education for individuals in the 1957 survey. Father’s education is classified into 3 levels, which we directly translate into the three social classes. We use mother’s education in case the father died or was not present in the household.
Hence, pupils with severe health problems impairing going to school in the first place will not be in our sample. Moreover, in the 1983 wave of the survey male respondents were asked whether they served in the military, which was compulsory in the Netherlands at the time for all males turning age 18. The main reason for disqualification for the military is health problems. Since the fraction of individuals having served in the military is almost identical across educational levels, this provides some indirect evidence that health differences across educational levels were minimal during teenage years. We furthermore refer to Conti et al. (2010) who showed that in their sample childhood health was not an important determinant of educational choice. The lack of information on childhood health should therefore not be a major source of concern.

The bottom panel of table 1 includes descriptive statistics for the control variables. Males (58 percent) are overrepresented because of specific efforts in 1983 and 1993 to contact males, as researchers were mainly interested in labor market behavior and a lot of women did not participate in paid labor at that time. Close to half of the families belong to the lowest social class, and only 3 percent to the highest. In 28 percent of the cases, the child had to work at least sometimes in the family business or farm.

More than 75 percent of the schools are Roman Catholic, corresponding well to the predominant Catholicism of the Noord-Brabant province. One out of five school are Protestant, and the remaining five percent is divided between special and public schools. The average number of teachers per school is close to 7, which is one more than the number of grades. 64 percent of all pupils did not repeat any grade, 27 percent repeated one grade, and 9 percent repeated two or more grades.

For almost one out of four children, the teacher thinks it’s best to stay in primary school, while the teacher advises lower vocational school for 38 percent of the children. Around a fourth is advised to go to lower secondary school, leaving only 10 percent of whom the teacher thinks higher secondary school is the best fit. More than 30 percent of the parents want their child to start working after primary school, with 27 percent preferring their child to follow a vocational training first, and 41 percent of the parents advise their child to enter into general secondary school.

### 3 Methodology

Our empirical approach is an extension of the structural equation framework developed by Conti et al. (2010), which is rooted in the framework suggested by Carneiro et al. (2003). It allows a flexible way of modeling the interrelationships between abilities, education and health outcomes. We first present the standard model, after which we will present our two extensions. Finally, we explain how we estimate the treatment effect of education.

---

9Other reasons were exemption owing to one’s brother’s service, grounds of conscience, or personal indispensability (e.g. Van Schellen and Nieuwbeerta, 2007)
3.1 Basic structural equation model

The standard model presented in Conti et al. (2010) consists of three parts: (i) a binary educational choice depending on latent abilities and other covariates, (ii) potential outcomes depending on the choice of education, latent abilities, and other covariates, and (iii) a measurement system for the latent abilities.

The binary indicator for education $D_i$ is defined as 1 if individuals took any education beyond the compulsory schooling age, and 0 if not:

$$D_i = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } D^*_i \geq 0 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

where we assume $D^*_i$ is an underlying latent utility which is continuous and linear, and depends on latent abilities $\theta$, and observed characteristics $X^D$:

$$D^*_i = \gamma X^D_i + \alpha_{DI} + v_{ID}$$

with $v_{ID}$ an error term independent of $X^D$ and $\theta$. We assume that $v_{ID}$ is normally distributed, which implies that we have a probit model for the educational choice. We fix the variance at 1 since the variance is not identified in a probit model.

The second part is the potential outcomes part, in which there are two potential outcomes $Y_{i1}$ and $Y_{i0}$ where the former is the outcome in case the individual chose to pursue education beyond what is compulsory, and the latter is the outcome in case the individual dropped out of school right after the compulsory schooling age. In case of a continuous outcome, the observed outcome $Y_i$ can be written as

$$Y_i = D_i Y_{i1} + (1 - D_i) Y_{i0}$$

where both $Y_{i1}$ and $Y_{i0}$ depend on latent ability $\theta$, and on observed characteristics $X^Y$:

$$Y_{i1} = \beta_1 X^Y_i + \alpha_{Y1} + v_{i1}$$
$$Y_{i0} = \beta_0 X^Y_i + \alpha_{Y0} + v_{i0}$$

with $(v_{i0}, v_{i1})$ independent of $X^Y$ and $\theta$, and both follow a normal distribution with variance $\sigma^2_{v0}$ and $\sigma^2_{v1}$, respectively.

The final part of the model is the measurement equation, where one or more measurements implicitly define the latent ability $\theta$:

$$M_i = \delta X^M_i + \alpha_{M} \theta + v_{iM}$$

with $v_{iM}$ independent of $X^M$ and $\theta$. We assume that $v_{iM}$ is normally distributed with variance $\sigma^2_{vM}$.

If a standard normal distribution for the latent ability $\theta$ is assumed, the model is identified and can be estimated by Maximum Likelihood on basis of Gaussian quadrature approximation or simulation methods.
3.2 Allowing for a duration dependent variable

While the basic model of Conti et al. (2010) is extremely useful in disentangling the relative contributions of education and abilities on continuous and binary health outcomes, the model does not allow for a duration outcome like survival till death.

In our extended model, the first part is the same, defining a binary educational choice as in (1) and (2), placing the cut-off at Lower Education (primary school). Hence, in our model individuals face the choice of quitting after primary education ($D = 0$), or enrolling into secondary education ($D = 1$). Depending on the educational choice, we have two potential outcomes $Y_{i1}$ and $Y_{i0}$ where the former is the outcome in case the individual chose to pursue more education after primary school, and the latter is the outcome in case the individual chose not to pursue any further education after primary school. The measurement equation for latent ability is also the same as in Conti et al. (2010), and defined by (6), where we have two measurements for latent cognitive ability.

The main difference between our model and the Conti et al. (2010) model, is that for a duration outcome like mortality it is more common to define the potential outcomes in terms of the hazard (or intensity) that the outcome of interest occurs.\textsuperscript{10} The observed hazard is

$$\lambda(t_i) = D_i \lambda(1)(t_i) + (1 - D_i) \lambda(0)(t_i)$$

which is equivalent to

$$\lambda(t_i) = \lambda(1)(t_i)^{D_i} \cdot \lambda(0)(t_i)^{1-D_i}$$

with $\lambda(1)(t_i)$ being the hazard rate for an individual with education level beyond primary school ($D_i = 1$), and $\lambda(0)(t_i)$ being the hazard rate for an individual with an education level equal to primary school ($D_i = 0$). We assume a Gompertz proportional hazard model for the two potential hazards, which has been shown to be an accurate representation of mortality between the ages of 30 and 80 (e.g. Gavrilov and Gavrilova, 1991). Both potential hazards depend on the latent skill $\theta$,\textsuperscript{11} and observed characteristics $X^Y$:

$$\lambda(0)(t_i|X^Y, \theta) = \exp(a_0 t_i + \beta_0 X_i^Y(t_i) + \alpha_0 \theta_i)$$

$$\lambda(1)(t_i|X^Y, \theta) = \exp(a_1 t_i + \beta_1 X_i^Y(t_i) + \alpha_1 \theta_i)$$

The effect of the latent skill on the hazard is captured by $\alpha_0$ and $\alpha_1$. The corresponding potential survival rates are simply

$$S(0)(t_i|X^Y, \theta) = \exp\left(-\int_0^{t_i} \lambda(0)(s_i|X^Y, \theta)ds\right)$$

$$S(1)(t_i|X^Y, \theta) = \exp\left(-\int_0^{t_i} \lambda(1)(s_i|X^Y, \theta)ds\right)$$

\textsuperscript{10}We can use a duration model with potential outcomes because the endogenous education choice is determined before mortality plays a major role: mortality can be largely ignored for young ages. If the education choice would still play a role during higher mortality rates the model should take dynamic selection into account. Then a ‘timing-of-events’ model could be a better model, see Abbring and Van den Berg (2003).

\textsuperscript{11}The latent skill in the hazard is similar to including unobserved heterogeneity in the hazard.
An important feature of duration data is that for some individuals we only know that he or she survived up to a certain time (often the end of the observation window). In this case an individual is (right) censored, $\Delta_i = 0$, and we use the survival function instead of the hazard in the likelihood function. Another feature of duration data is that only individuals are observed having survived up to a certain age. In our case, mortality follow-up is only available from age 55 onwards. In this case the individuals are left-truncated, and we need to condition on survival up to the age of first observation, $t_{i0}$.

The likelihood contribution of individual $i$ in our duration model is

$$L_i^{(j)} = \lambda^{(j)}(t_i)\Delta_i S^{(j)}(t_i)/S^{(j)}(t_{i0}), \quad j = 0, 1$$ (14)

With left-truncated data the distribution of the latent skill among the survivors (up to the left-truncation time) changes. When only individuals are observed that have survived until age $t_{i0}$ the likelihood contribution is

$$L_i = \int \left[ \Phi(\gamma X + \alpha_D \theta) \cdot \lambda^{(1)}(t_i|X, \theta) \Delta_i S^{(1)}(t_i|X, \theta)/S^{(1)}(t_{i0}|X, \theta) \right]^{D_i} \times \left[ \Phi\left(-\gamma X - \alpha_D \theta\right) \cdot \lambda^{(0)}(t_i|X, \theta) \Delta_i S^{(0)}(t_i|X, \theta)/S^{(0)}(t_{i0}|X, \theta) \right]^{1-D_i} \times \frac{1}{\sigma_M} \phi\left(\frac{M_i - \delta X_i - \alpha_M \theta}{\sigma_M}\right) dH(\theta|T > t_{i0})$$ (15)

with the distribution of the latent skills conditional on survival up to $t_{i0}$

$$dH(\theta|T > t_{i0}) = \frac{\int \left[ \Phi(\gamma X + \alpha_D \theta) S^{(1)}(t_{i0}|X, \theta) + \Phi\left(-\gamma X - \alpha_D \theta\right) S^{(0)}(t_{i0}|X, \theta) \right] h(\theta)}{h(\theta) d\theta}$$ (16)

with $h(\theta)$ is a normal distribution with variance $\sigma_\theta^2 = 1$. The maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters involves the calculation of an integral that does not have an analytical solution. However, Gaussian quadrature can approximate this one dimensional integral very well.

3.3 Allowing for an ordered discrete educational choice

While Conti et al. (2010) define education as a binary variable, usually education is available in more than two categories with a natural ordering of the alternative education

Note that to accommodate a time-varying covariate that changes at some discrete time, say at $t_{i1}, t_{i2}, \ldots, t_{iJ}$, is very similar to repeated left-truncation, with the observation ‘censored’ ($\Delta_{ij} = 0$) for each discrete time point. Thus, the likelihood contribution is

$$L_i = \prod_{j=1}^{J} \lambda^{(j)}(t_{ij})\Delta_{ij} S^{(j)}(t_{ij})/S^{(j)}(t_{ij-1}), \quad j = 0, 1$$ (13)
levels. We extend the standard model to account for this type of ordinal independent variable, where the starting point is, again, an index model with a single latent variable given as in (2). Assume there are \( K \) education levels and define \( D_i \) as the indicator of education that takes value \( k \) if the individual has reached education level \( k \):

\[
D_i = k \quad \text{if } \zeta_{k-1} < D_i^* \leq \zeta_k
\]

where \( \zeta_0 = -\infty \) and \( \zeta_K = \infty \). Then, assuming normally distributed \( \nu_D \), we have an ordered probit model:

\[
\Pr[D_i = k] = \Phi(\zeta_k - \gamma X_i^D - \alpha D \theta) - \Phi(\zeta_{k-1} - \gamma X_i^D - \alpha D \theta)
\]

with \((K-1)\) additional threshold parameters, \( \zeta_k \). Each education level now has a potential hazard \( \lambda^{(k)} \), with observed hazard:

\[
\lambda(t_i) = \sum_{k=1}^K I_{ik} \lambda^{(k)}(t_i)
\]

where \( I_{ik} = I(D_i = k) \) is an indicator function (1 if \( D_i = k \) and zero otherwise). All \( \lambda^{(k)}(\cdot) \) are Gompertz hazards and depend on exogenous characteristics \( X^Y \) and on the unobserved latent ability, i.e.,

\[
\lambda^{(k)}(t_i | X^Y, \theta) = \exp(a_k t_i + \beta_k X_i^Y(t_i) + \alpha_k \theta_i)
\]

The likelihood becomes

\[
L_i = \int \prod_{k=1}^K \left\{ \Phi(\zeta_k - \gamma X_i^D - \alpha D \theta) - \Phi(\zeta_{k-1} - \gamma X_i^D - \alpha D \theta) \right\} \cdot \lambda^{(k)}(t_i | X^Y, \theta)^{I_{ik}} \times \frac{1}{\sigma_M} \phi \left( \frac{M_i - \delta X_i^M - \alpha M \theta_i}{\sigma_M} \right) dH(\theta | T > t_{i0})
\]

with the distribution of the latent skills conditional on survival up to \( t_{i0} \)

\[
dH(\theta | T > t_{i0}) = \frac{\prod_{k=1}^K \Phi(\zeta_k - \gamma X_i^D - \alpha D \theta) - \Phi(\zeta_{k-1} - \gamma X_i^D - \alpha D \theta) \} S^{(k)}(t_{i0} | X^Y, \theta) h(\theta) \int \prod_{k=1}^K \left\{ \Phi(\zeta_k - \gamma X_i^D - \alpha D \theta) - \Phi(\zeta_{k-1} - \gamma X_i^D - \alpha D \theta) \right\} S^{(k)}(t_{i0} | X^Y, \theta) h(\theta) d\theta
\]
3.4 Estimating the effects of ability and education

The individual-specific treatment effect of education is \( Y_{1i} - Y_{0i} \), where the script 1 refers to the potential outcome corresponding to post-primary education, and the script 0 refers to the potential outcome with only primary education. However, we are usually not interested in the individual specific treatment effect, but rather in the average treatment effect over some population. For survival data, this can be done in many ways, and we choose to define the treatment effect in terms of the survival function. Using the estimated parameters, we define the Average Treatment Effect (ATE) at all ages \( t \) as follows:

\[
ATE(t) = \int \int E \left[ S^{(1)}(t) - S^{(0)}(t) | X = x, \theta = f \right] dF_{X,\theta}(x, f) \tag{23}
\]

where \( S^{(1)}(t) \) denotes the survival time up to a age \( t \) for individuals with at least secondary education \((D = 1)\), \( S^{(0)}(t) \) is the survival time up to age \( t \) for those with primary school only \((D = 0)\), \( X \) are the covariates, and \( \theta \) is the value of the latent cognitive ability. We integrate over the joint distribution of the covariates and the latent ability, \( F_{X,\theta}(x, f) \). Note that the treatment effect is conditional on surviving to the initial age, which is 55 in our case.

The difference in the Kaplan-Meier survival curves can be interpreted as the unconditional survival difference between the two levels of educational attainment. The treatment effect of education is the conditional survival difference between the two levels of educational attainment, where conditioning is on basis of cognitive ability, family background and the other control variables in our model.

The ATE estimates the average effect over the whole population. However, the effect may well be very different for individuals in different parts of the education distribution. Therefore, we additionally define the Average Treatment Effect on the Treated (ATET), i.e. the average effect for those with \( D = 1 \), and the Average Treatment Effect on the Untreated (ATEU), i.e. the average effect for those with \( D = 0 \) as follows:

\[
ATET(t) = \int \int E \left[ Y_1(t) - Y_0(t) | X = x, \theta = f, D = 1 \right] dF_{X,\theta|D=1}(x, f) \tag{24}
\]

\[
ATEU(t) = \int \int E \left[ Y_1(t) - Y_0(t) | X = x, \theta = f, D = 0 \right] dF_{X,\theta|D=0}(x, f) \tag{25}
\]

Unfortunately, the integrals cannot be solved analytically, as the dimension of the covariates \( X \) is too large. Hence in order to illustrate the treatment effects we resort to simulation. This procedure consists of three steps:

1. We determine the distribution of all included variables – separately for the whole sample, and separately for those with \( D = 0 \) and \( D = 1 \).

2. We draw 10,000 individuals on basis of the empirical distribution of the covariates and compute the conditional hazard rates using the estimated coefficients of equations (9) and (10), conditional on the value of the latent skill.
3. For every conditional hazard rate we determine the unconditional survival function for every age from 55 to 100 on basis of equations (11) and (12), and by integrating out the latent skill through Gaussian quadrature methods.

We repeat these steps 100 times and for each simulation round we draw a vector of parameter estimates assuming that the estimated coefficients are normally distributed around the point estimates with a variance-covariance matrix equal to the estimated one.

With this information, we can compute the fraction of individuals that is still alive at a certain age for the two educational groups. This defines the treatment effect of education, since we condition on cognitive ability and the other covariates. The simulations also allow us to compute life expectancy separately for the two educational groups.

In order to illustrate the importance of the treatment effect, we decompose the unconditional survival differences from the Kaplan-Meier curves in Figures 1 and 2 into the treatment effect (the conditional survival differences) and a residual, which we interpret as a selection effect on basis of cognitive ability and the other factors.

For the ordinal education measure the procedure is very similar. We have three potential hazards and three possible survival functions, one corresponding to each educational level. Although there are more possibilities now to define the treatment effects of education, we choose to focus on two binary treatment effects of the particular educational level to the educational level directly preceding it. Hence, we estimate two different treatment effects: (i) lower vocational education compared to primary education only, and (ii) at least general secondary education compared to vocational education.

4 Results

In this section we present our main results regarding the effect of cognitive ability and education on mortality. Our baseline specification is the survival model with a binary education variable and two measurements for cognitive ability. We estimate the model by maximizing the likelihood in (15), and present the results in section 4.1. Then we generalize the model by allowing for an ordinal educational variable including three levels, the likelihood of which is presented in (21), and results of which are presented in section 4.2.

The set of included observed characteristics does not differ in both cases. Exogenous factors influencing the outcome, \( X_y \) in (9) and (10), include male, whether the child is working, family social class, and birth rank. Factors additionally influencing the measurements of cognitive ability, \( X_m \) in (6), include school type and the number of teachers at school. Finally, on top of the exogenous variables affecting the outcome and intelligence, additional factors influencing the educational choice, \( X_d \) in (2), include the teacher’s advice, whether a grade was repeated, and the preference of the parents.
4.1 Binary education variable - two measurements

This section presents the results for a model with a binary educational choice, where the cut-off for education is placed at primary school. Hence, $D = 0$ refers to individuals only having finished primary school, while $D = 1$ implies that the individual attended at least secondary school (corresponding to levels 2 and 3 in the definition of Education in section 2). We include both intelligence measurements, the Raven test and the Vocabulary test, to build a comprehensive factor for cognitive ability.

Table 2 contains the parameter estimates of the model. The first column shows that our latent factor of cognitive ability strongly influences the educational choice, as expected. Figure 3 illustrates the importance of cognitive ability for the probability of enrolling in secondary school ($D = 1$). The probability of entering secondary school is already beyond 0.6 for those with the lowest cognitive skills, and gradually increases towards one for those with the highest cognitive skills.

Females were less likely to enter secondary school, as are children who had to work in the family business during primary school. Family social class is a strong predictor of education, with children from the higher social classes significantly more likely to enter secondary school. Children who went to protestant or other schools, as compared to those who went to catholic schools, were more likely to enter secondary school. Strong predictors of educational choice are the teacher’s advice and the preference of the parents. Children who repeated one or more grades were less likely to enter secondary school.

Interestingly, columns 2 and 3 show that on both measurements of cognitive ability girls did slightly better, and children from higher social classes had higher scores. School characteristics such as the school type and the number of teachers also relate to the test scores.

The final two columns of the table present the determinants of mortality across the two educational groups. While the point estimates of the effect of cognitive ability on mortality are negative as expected, the effects do not reach statistical significance at the 10 percent level, although the p-values are extremely close to the 10 percent cut-off. Males have a higher hazard of dying compared to females, although the effect is only statistically significant among the higher educated.

The coefficients in Table 2 allow to compute the treatment effects of education, as described in section 3.4. Figure 4 shows the ATE, ATET, and ATEU for all age groups from 55 to 75 years of age. The effect of entering secondary school on mortality, after controlling for family background and cognitive ability, is positive and increases with age. The effect sizes can be interpreted as percentage point differences in the survival probability at a certain age. Hence, around age 70 the treatment effect of entering secondary school is a 2 percentage point increase in the survival probability. Note that the confidence intervals are fairly wide, such that the treatment effects only reach statistical significance at higher ages.

If we extrapolate the estimated survival functions outside of our observed age window, the simulations allow computing the estimated differences in life expectancy. This provides
an alternative summary measure of the treatment effects. The life expectancy of those only finishing primary school is 82.86, compared with 87.15 for those having finished at least secondary school, a difference that is statistically significant. This implies that the average treatment effect of secondary school is more than 4 years in life expectancy. The average treatment effect on the treated is also slightly larger than 4, while the average treatment effect on the untreated is even close to a 5 years gain in life expectancy.

Using the estimated treatment effects, it is possible to decompose the unconditional differences in the Kaplan-Meier survival curves from Figure 2 into a treatment effect (ATE)\(^{13}\) of education and a selection effect on basis of cognitive ability and family background variables. Figure 5 shows that at early ages mortality differentials are mainly due to selection effects, while after age 60 the importance of education increases. For most ages, the treatment effect of education is responsible for around half of the unconditional differences in survival across educational groups, which is in line with the findings by Conti and Heckman (2010).

To gauge the importance of cognitive ability in the selection effect, we additionally ran all models without the latent factor for cognitive ability. The results show that the treatment effects are larger in a model without cognitive ability.\(^{14}\) This is an indication that cognitive ability plays an important role in the selection effect. It is tempting to decompose the selection effect into a selection due to cognitive ability and a selection on other characteristics. The selection on other characteristics can be computed as the difference between (i) the unconditional difference from the observed Kaplan-Meier survival rate of the two education levels and (ii) the treatment effect from the model without cognitive skills. The selection on cognitive ability can then be easily computed as the difference between the total selection effect and the part of the selection effect attributed to other characteristics. This is illustrated in Figure 6, which shows that cognitive ability explain the largest part of the selection effect. We have to emphasize, however, that this interpretation should be taken with care, as this is not a formal test of the importance of cognitive ability.

4.2 Ordinal education, two measurements

This section presents the results for a model with an ordinal educational choice, corresponding to levels 1, 2 and 3 in the definition of Education in section 2. We include both measures for cognitive ability, the Raven test as well as the Vocabulary test, to build a comprehensive factor.

The coefficient estimates of the exogenous variables are very similar to the ones presented for the binary educational variable, and hence are not presented here. Figure 7 shows the relationship between cognitive ability and the probabilities of entering the three levels of education. For those with the lowest cognitive skills quitting school after primary school (\(D = 0\)) or entering lower vocational educational (\(D = 1\)) are the most

\(^{13}\)The corresponding graphs for the ATET and ATEU are very similar.

\(^{14}\)Results are available upon request.
likely alternatives with each a probability of around 0.4. The likelihood of both choices
decreases with a higher level of cognitive ability, with the probability of quitting primary
school decreasing sharper than the probability of entering lower vocational education. In
contrast, while less than one out of five of those with the lowest cognitive ability enter
general secondary education, this probability increases almost linearly towards one with
increasing cognitive ability.

Figure 8 presents the Average Treatment Effects for the three different educational
levels. Results for the ATET and ATEU are very similar. It is clear that there is a large,
but insignificant, treatment effect of lower vocational school (level 2) compared to only
having finished primary school (level 1). At age 75, those only finishing primary school are
around four percentage points more likely to die than those who entered vocational school.
The treatment effect of general secondary school compared to lower vocational school is
practically zero. This clearly indicates that the largest difference is between those having
finished primary school and those beyond primary school. Hence, the dichotomization in
the previous subsection seems justified.

The estimated life expectancy of those only having finished primary school is 84.71,
compared to 87.76 for those having finished lower vocational school, and 86.99 for those
with at least general secondary school. This implies that the treatment effect between level
1 on the one hand and level 2 and 3 on the other hand is around 3 years of life expectancy,
which is slightly smaller but reasonably close to the treatment effects estimated when
using a dichotomous classification of education. It also shows that the treatment effect of
lower vocational education (level 2) compared to general secondary education (level 3) in
terms of life expectancy is negative, but very small.

Finally, if we decompose the unconditional survival differences between the three
educational groups into a treatment effect (ATE) and a selection effect, we obtain Figure 9.
This graph shows that the treatment effect of primary to vocational education is positive
and becomes larger than the selection effect from age 70 onwards, in line with the findings
of the dichotomous indicator for education. The treatment effect from vocational to higher
education is negligible. The selection effect here is negative rendering the raw differences
between vocational and higher educated small.

4.3 Robustness checks

While mortality is an objective, and in some sense “the ultimate”, health outcome, the
influence of education and cognitive ability may differ depending on the health outcome
used. In the 1993 wave of our Brabant survey, hence around age 53 for our sample,
a subjective assessment of one’s health was asked to the respondents in five categories,
i.e. “poor”, “sometimes good, sometimes bad”, “fair”, “good”, and “very good”. We
estimated the model described in section 3, now allowing for an ordinal dependent variable
variable, to check robustness to our main outcome measure, and to compare our results
to the literature.\textsuperscript{15}

\textsuperscript{15}All results not presented and details of the models used in this section are available upon request.
We estimated the treatment effects of education on the probability to report any of the five categories. In the model using the binary educational variable, the average treatment effects for categories “poor” and “sometimes good, sometimes bad” are -0.03 and -0.08 respectively. The average treatment effects for the categories “fair” and “very good” are very close to zero, while the average treatment effect on the probability of reporting to be in “good” health is large and amounts to a 15 percentage points increase. The results are similar when we focus on the ATET or ATEU.

Interestingly, when using the three educational categories instead of the binary indicator, it becomes clear that the treatment effects for the lower four categories (that is, up to “good” health) is entirely driven by the difference between lower education and lower vocational education, as in the case of the mortality outcomes. However, there is a relatively large average treatment effect on the probability of reporting “very good” health when moving from lower vocational education to general secondary education.

The results are largely in line with using mortality as an outcome, where the largest differences were also between primary and lower vocational education. When comparing our results to the literature, we confirm the findings of Hartog and Oosterbeek (1998) that both education and cognitive ability affect self-reported health, and that part of the effect of education is due to cognitive ability. Conti and Heckman (2010) used a binary indicator for “poor health” and found that half of the raw differences in poor health is due to a treatment effect of education and the other half was selection. We found that the treatment effect plays a larger role in explaining the raw differences in health levels in a model with five health levels and binary education, see Figure 10. For the model with ordinal education the importance of the treatment effect is less pronounced, see Figure 11.

Since the sample size is somewhat small we chose not to present all results separately by gender. Yet, since both educational choices and survival are obviously dependent on gender, we ran all models separately for males and females. Figures 12 and 13 show the raw Kaplan-Meier survival curves for males and females separately. While survival is larger for females, strong disparities in survival across educational groups exist for both males and females. The treatment effects are slightly larger for females than for males. However, the relative importance of the treatment effect derived from the decomposition of the raw survival differences into a treatment and a selection effect, is higher for males (see Figure 14 and 15).

Even though the initial sample in 1952 was found to be representative for the Dutch population at that time, more than half of the sample is lost between 1952 and our observation period that starts in 1995. This could lead to an attrition bias, if attrition is non-random. Unfortunately, we do not have access to the original data files such that we cannot investigate attrition directly. However, Hartog (1989) investigated the non-response for the 1983 survey and found no attrition bias in a wage analysis (see also Vermunt, 1988). Since the sample in 1983 has been shown to be representative, we reran

---

16Following Hartog, (1989) we investigated whether the attrition between 1993 and 1995 was related to observed characteristics. Literally all explanatory variables including education, family background, and intelligence were not related to attrition. The only exception was self-reported health; a worse health
all analyses on just the respondents that were observed in 1983 and found no substantial changes in the results. This suggests that selective attrition does not affect our results.

One could argue that the Raven progressive matrices test is a purer measurement of cognitive ability and should be used independently from the vocabulary test. We ran all analyses for both the binary and ordinal educational classification using only the Raven test as a measure of cognitive ability, and the results were very similar.

We additionally varied the observed characteristics in the model. First by including additional variables among the exogenous variables such as family size, number of children, additional school characteristics (e.g. whether restricted to girls, restricted to boys, or mixed), and whether both parents were still alive. These variables were not statistically significant in any of the models, and did not alter the results. Second, we also checked robustness to excluding individuals with item non-response on some of the observed characteristics. In the main analysis we decided to include separate categories for the missing values in order to maximize the sample size. When excluding individuals with item non-response the results remain similar. Results for both of these analyses are available upon request.

5 Discussion

This paper decomposes survival differences across educational groups into a ‘treatment effect’ of education, and a ‘selection effect’ on basis of cognitive ability and other background variables. We extend the structural equation model of Conti et al. (2010) and estimate the model on basis of a Dutch cohort born around 1940. The treatment effect of education (i.e. the effect of entering secondary school as opposed to leaving school after primary education) is responsible for around half of the raw differences in survival, and corresponds to a 4 years gain in life expectancy.

Even though we analyze mortality between ages 55 and 75 rather than self-reported health at age 30, our findings are in line with the results presented by Conti et al. (2010). Due to this striking similarity in findings, irrespective of the health measures and samples used, two tentative conclusions regarding the education-health gradient are emerging. First, even after controlling for cognitive ability, family social class, and a range of other background variables, education remains important in determining mortality. This strongly suggests that at least part of the educational differences in health outcomes is due to a genuine, causal effect of education on health. Second, at least half of the raw association between education and health is due to confounding ‘third factors’, of which cognitive ability proved very important in our analysis, while Conti et al. (2010) stress the importance of non-cognitive factors.

A limitation of our data is the absence of direct measurements of non-cognitive ability. We do however observe the teacher’s advice regarding secondary education of the child, which is a function of both the cognitive and non-cognitive skills of the pupil. Hence, one status increased the probability of attrition between 1993 and 1995.
could argue that while controlling for cognitive ability, the teacher’s advice could be a proxy for non-cognitive skills. When allowing the teacher’s advice to influence mortality directly, on top of being a determinant of educational choice, our results are similar. This gives some comfort in claiming that the lack of a direct measurement of non-cognitive ability does not alter our main conclusions. Strictly speaking, we cannot rule out that specific non-cognitive factors could still influence both education and health, such that the ‘treatment effect’ of education cannot be interpreted literally as – and is likely to be an upper bound to – the causal effect of education on mortality.

A fruitful avenue for future research would be analyzing the robustness of our and Conti et al. (2010)’s results by investigating mortality and other health outcomes using a more elaborate set of non-cognitive abilities. In doing so, the literature could benefit from our extended structural equation model that allows for a duration dependent variable like mortality, and an ordinal independent variable such as educational attainment.
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## Tables

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of the Brabant Data sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Number of Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dependent Variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortality</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>2,579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Independent Variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Education</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>2,537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Vocational Education</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2,537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At least General Secondary School</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>2,537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raven p.m. test</td>
<td>102.04</td>
<td>13.28</td>
<td>2,579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary test</td>
<td>101.42</td>
<td>12.87</td>
<td>2,579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control Variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>2,579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth Rank</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>2,412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Social Class</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest Social Class</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>2,409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Social Class</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>2,409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest Social Class</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>2,409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Works</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>2,256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Religion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roman-Catholic</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>2,518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protestant</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>2,518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>2,518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>2,518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Teachers</td>
<td>6.92</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>2,452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Repetition of Grade</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2,462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated Once</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>2,462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated Twice or More</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>2,462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher's Advice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continue Primary School</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>2,429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Vocational Education</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2,429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Secondary Education</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>2,429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher Secondary Education</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>2,429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference of the Parents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work in Family Company</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>2,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paid Work without Vocational Education</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>2,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paid Work with Vocational Education</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>2,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Secondary Education</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>2,200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Author’s calculations on basis of the Brabant Data linked to the municipality register and the mortality register.
Table 2: Duration model - Binary education variable, two measurements for ability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Raven Test</th>
<th>Vocabulary Test</th>
<th>Hazard $\lambda^{(0)}$</th>
<th>Hazard $\lambda^{(1)}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cognitive Ability</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>0.36***</td>
<td>9.63***</td>
<td>10.37***</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constant term</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>2.13***</td>
<td>3.59***</td>
<td>4.69***</td>
<td>-11.68***</td>
<td>-10.71***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.11***</td>
<td>0.09***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>-0.25***</td>
<td>-0.93*</td>
<td>-0.87*</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.66***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child is working - base is “No”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-0.29***</td>
<td>-3.84***</td>
<td>-7.14***</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>-0.32***</td>
<td>-1.07</td>
<td>2.52***</td>
<td>-0.87</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family social class - base is “Low”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>0.42***</td>
<td>2.55***</td>
<td>2.24***</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>4.16***</td>
<td>4.68***</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>-0.54***</td>
<td>-4.39***</td>
<td>-7.63***</td>
<td>-0.67</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birthrank - base is “First”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>-0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third or Fourth</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>-2.70***</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth or higher</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-3.02***</td>
<td>-4.52***</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-0.26*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-0.63</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>1.13*</td>
<td>-0.65*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School religion - base is “Catholic”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protestant</td>
<td>0.31***</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>2.59***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.42**</td>
<td>5.19***</td>
<td>7.32***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of teachers - base is “5-8 teachers”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\leq 4$</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-3.81***</td>
<td>-3.16***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 – 12</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s advice - base is “Lower vocational school”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continued primary school</td>
<td>-0.22**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower general secondary school</td>
<td>0.42**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher general secondary school</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>-0.56**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat grade - base is “None”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once</td>
<td>-0.30***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twice or more</td>
<td>-0.74***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>0.74*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference of the parents - base is “Only vocational education”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work in own company</td>
<td>-0.78***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work without education</td>
<td>-1.29***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work with education</td>
<td>-0.88***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General secondary school</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>-0.85***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p-value < 0.1, ** p-value < 0.05, *** p-value < 0.01

Notes: Author’s calculations on basis of the Brabant Data linked to the municipality register and the mortality register.
Figures

Figure 1: Kaplan-Meier Survival function by education level in three categories
Figure 2: Kaplan-Meier Survival function by education level in two categories
Figure 3: Relationship between cognitive ability and the binary measure for education.
Figure 4: Treatment effects by age, binary education variable, two measurements for cognitive ability. Dashed lines indicate the 90 percent confidence intervals.
Figure 5: Decomposition of observed difference in the Kaplan-Meier Survival function in a treatment (ATE) and selection effect, with binary education variable and two measurements for cognitive ability.
Figure 6: Decomposition of observed difference in the Kaplan-Meier Survival function in a treatment (ATE) and selection effect due to cognitive skills and other selection effects, with binary education variable and two measurements for cognitive ability.
Figure 7: Relationship between cognitive ability and the ordinal measure for education.
Figure 8: Treatment effects by age, ordinal education variable, two measurements for cognitive ability. Dashed lines indicate the 90 percent confidence intervals.
Figure 9: Decomposition of observed difference in the Kaplan-Meier Survival function in a treatment (ATE) and selection effect, with ordinal education variable and two measurements for cognitive ability.
Figure 10: Decomposition of observed difference in the self-reported health in a treatment (ATE) and selection effect, with binary education variable and two measurements for cognitive ability.
Figure 11: Decomposition of observed difference in the self-reported health in a treatment (ATE) and selection effect, with ordinal education variable and two measurements for cognitive ability.
Figure 12: Kaplan-Meier Survival function by education level in two categories, males.
Figure 13: Kaplan-Meier Survival function by education level in two categories, females.
Figure 14: Decomposition of observed difference in the Kaplan-Meier Survival function in a treatment (ATE) and selection effect, with ordinal education variable and two measurements for cognitive ability, males.
Figure 15: Decomposition of observed difference in the Kaplan-Meier Survival function in a treatment (ATE) and selection effect, with ordinal education variable and two measurements for cognitive ability, females.